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Service Canada Provides Support for Summer Student See Page 2.

ASTTBC Grant Will Support Invitational Science Camps See Page 7.

Gordon Gore Photo

Jonah Nystoruk

The first annual Gordon R.
Gore Scholarship was
presented on June 3 2008 to
Westsyde Secondary
School student Jonah
Nystoruk. The winner of
the $500 Kamloops
Foundation award was
selected by a BIG Little
Science Centre committee.
Jonah also won awards in
History, Mathematics,
Science and Languages.
Jonah hopes to major in
Computer Engineering and
eventually pursue a PhD.
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The editor is moving. I’m moving July 1 2008, but not very far. Health problems make it necessary to take residence in an assisted
living apartment. My new address is at The Hamlets in Westsyde, Kamloops. (See the panel on the left.)

This Newsletter is a publication of
BIG Little Science Centre Society

Box 882 Station Main
Kamloops BC V2C 5M8

Location
Bert Edwards Science and

Technology School
711 Windsor Avenue,
Kamloops, BC V2B 2B7

Executive Director
Gord Stewart

Phone (250) 554 2572
or (250) 554 BLSC

E-Mail: gord@blscs.org
Website

http://blscs.org

Newsletter Editor
Gordon R. Gore

#404F - 3255 Overlander Drive
Kamloops BC
Canada V2B 0A5
Phone: (250) 579 5722

E-mail: grgore@telus.net

Over 44,000 visitors have
enjoyed visits to the

BIG Little Science Centre!

Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at
http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/

Thank you to Service Canada for providing a grant from the
Canada Summer Jobs Program to help pay for a summer
student helper at the BIG Little Science Centre. Our summer
student helper this year is Vanessa Tonn.

This Newsletter is received by approximately 400 readers.
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Science Fun for Your Family
The Mysterious Rolling Pop Can

Gordon R. Gore

Figure 1 Figure 2

Figure 3
What You Need (See Figure 1.)

1 polystyrene plastic bookshelf, 1 rabbit fur or wool sweater, 1 empty pop can

What to Do

1. Rub the surface of the plastic bookshelf thoroughly with a rabbit fur or an old wool sweater. (Figure 2) You will hear
a crackling sound as the shelf is being charged. This procedure places a negative charge on the surface of the shelf.

2. Place an empty pop can, on its side, at either end of the bookshelf. See Figure 3.

What Happens?

The empty pop can rolls the length of the shelf. See Figure 3. It may keep going and roll off the other end. Alternatively,
it may stop and roll back. (Tilt the shelf slightly and the can may even roll uphill!)

Question for Readers

Why does the can roll along the charged shelf? Why does it not simply stick to the shelf and stay in one place? Is it
attracted, repelled, or both?

The interesting phenomenon of the pop can propelled by static charge was observed while the author was doing a
presentation for visiting young students at his BIG Little Science Centre in Kamloops, BC. It is now a regular part of the
presentation!

The negatively charged surface of the plastic shelf will repel free electrons on the aluminum can (an excellent conductor)
to the far side of the can. (Like charges repel.) The side of the metal can that is nearer the shelf will have an induced
positive charge. There will be attraction between the shelf (–) and the oppositely charged near side of the can (+), and
repulsion between the shelf (–) and the like-charged far side of the can (–). Which way the can rolls depends on which
forces are larger.
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Isaac Newton (1643-1727): He tried to explain the world and its

mechanisms and succeeded to a degree undreamed of before his time.

Dr. C. J. (Kip) Anastasiou

Isaac Newton’s scientific achievements were stunning, beginning with his work on optics and the make-
up of light, his three laws of motion, the concept of universal gravity and his theory of the moon, which was integral
to the NASA moon landings of modern times, and finally leading to one of the three great feuds of his life, the
invention of the calculus, shared withGottfried Leibnitz (1646-1716).

Isaac Newton was born some time after the early demise of his father and therefore was known as a
posthumous child. If that wasn’t tough enough, his mother decided to marry again and the new husband wanted
nothing to do with Isaac, so he was left to the care of his maternal grandparents with only occasional visits with his
mother. This early abandonment was never forgiven though his mother returned with 3 half siblings after the new
husband died 8 years later. In fact, forgiveness had no part of Isaac Newton’s psyche. If you crossed him or he
thought you crossed him, that was it for life and the bitterness toward perceived transgressors was palpable.

His early schooling, like that of many other great scientists, was unremarkable. As he moved into his teens,
however, his promise as a scholar began to show itself. Nevertheless, Newton’s mother decided that he should
leave school and help her manage the family farm and properties. He was happy to be utterly hopeless, neglecting
his duties to read a book or just sit and think. After embarrassing his mother and the farm in every way possible, he
was sent back to school to great success and at age 19 (two years after most), he entered Trinity College,
Cambridge. Though older than the others, he found the university very much agreed with his view of the world as
an introverted and studious but rather indigent young man. Mostly he kept to himself and worked on the kinds of
problems he wished to solve. In keeping with his careful, detailed recordkeeping, it is interesting that he acted as a
small moneylender to other students to augment his meager allowance. He did rather well at it. Whether recording
results of experiments or recording loans, the detail was scrupulous until the day he died.

Newton had very few close relationships and only one woman, a stepdaughter in the family he boarded with
in his grammar school years. When he went to university, nothing more was heard of it and she married someone
else. He had an almost scandalously close relationship with a young Swiss mathematician, Fatio de Duillier. But
like all his dangerous liaisons, and especially religious ones, he cut the tie just in time to avoid scandal. For most of
his life he was quite awkward with others, whether male or female and at least for the first two thirds of his life,
kept his own company. This may or may not be related to the modern diagnosis of Aspergers’ syndrome, a form
of high functioning autism.

As a young man, well before entering Cambridge, Newton was very interested in mechanics and of course
read the works of both Descartes andGalileo. Descartes considered that nothing happened in this world without a
mechanical explanation. Thus to Descartes, animals were mechanical beings with or without a soul. And there had
to be an explanation as to why a cannon ball would continue to fly after it leaves the cannon. Descartes believed
that vortices formed behind the ball, pushing it through the air. In space, vortices of the ether particles pushed the
planets around the sun. The idea of inertia, that when a body is in motion, it tends continue in motion until a force
acts upon it, began with Galileo and developed into Newton’s First Law of Motion. For quite a long period in his
career, he incorporated vortices when he felt he needed them as he also retained the ether. Eventually he was able to
dispose of both vortices and the ether as unnecessary. He was able to abandon the idea of ether particles since he
found that the planets didn’t slow down in their orbits and should have if they encountered ether particles.

Although Newton did a great deal of investigation and made many of his important findings as a young
man, he was very loathe to publish anything, sometimes delaying 20 to 30 years. He simply couldn’t take criticism
and he had quite a temper if someone suggested that others had the idea. Oh yes! He was a man prone to fury.
This approach got him into many a vicious argument over who had the idea first. He carried a lifelong hatred of
Robert Hooke (1634-1703) because Hooke suggested that Newton obtained ideas on optics from Hooke’s
Micrographia. It so infuriated Newton that he waited for Hooke to die in old age before he published his Optiks.
It was a long time coming, somewhere around 30 years.

His most famous feud was with Gottfried Leibnitz, who was probably as, or almost as brilliant as
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Newton. Leibnitz published his ideas as he developed them, Newton published some of his ideas in the Principia,
using them to provide mathematical proofs and claimed that he had these ideas, perhaps 30 years earlier and talked
about them. Leibnitz had visited England earlier so Newton was absolutely sure that Leibnitz had stolen them. Also,
Newton had sent Leibnitz some information about his work on the calculus including, if you can believe it, crucial
information in code. Modern analysis of the bitter fight has concluded that they developed their ideas
independently. Though Newton had the upper hand in his lifetime, it was Leibnitz’ notation which became almost
universally adopted. However, it took the likes of Charles Babbage and John Herschel in the early 1800’s to
convert British mathematicians to the continental notation. British loyalty to Newton’s awkward notation was very
strong.

Newton’s fearsome attacks on Leibnitz continued until Leibnitz died. And right up to his own death,
Newton continued to boast that he “broke Leibnitz’ heart”. When the colossally brilliant Leibnitz died, the only
attendee at his funeral was his loyal assistant. Newton died a hero and was interred with great pomp and ceremony
in Westminster Abbey.

Newton’s third famous feud was with the hardly known, John Flamsteed (1646-1719), who was the first
Astronomer Royal and built the observatory at Greenwich. Newton was working on his ‘theory of the moon’ and
needed accurate observations of the moon which apparently only Flamsteed possessed. He was a careful, cautious
observer, who spent night after night observing the heavens, including the moon for a very small stipend. He didn’t
like to be pushed for information. Newton, on the other hand was very impatient and totally lacking in tact (Shades
of Kepler?). He pushed for data on the moon and pushed hard and, of course, Flamsteed dug in. Then Newton
hatched a plan: he would convince the King to command Flamsteed to publish all his observations, immediately.
The king agreed and sent a command to Flamsteed. Using the king’s order, Newton and his sidekick, Edmund
Halley (1656-1742), obtained the data, published it such as it was, and Newton completed his theory of the moon,
so valuable to NASA’s ‘moonnauts’. It is and was considered regime-assisted outright theft, and as soon as the
tide of authority changed, Flamsteed was given the remaining copies and any others he could find and ceremonially
burned them in front of Greenwich observatory. He worked on his data and had then published in his own version.

One of the most significant achievements Newton can claim is the reform of Britain’s currency. In a
startling career change in his early 50’s, he became the Warden of the Mint (and with the death of the incumbent,
Master of the Mint), at the time that 20% of British coins were counterfeit. The government decided to call in all the
coins and re-issue all British currency and Newton was the man to do it. His marvelous, no-nonsense approach is
often credited with contributing enormously to Britain’s greatly improved economic status. When the state had
difficulty dealing with wealthy counterfeiters, Newton stepped in personally, even visiting the worst London dives,
dressed as a down-and-out, to gather evidence. He had no trouble watching the worst of them being publicly almost
hung, drawn and quartered on successful conviction.

At the same period, Newton became president of the Royal Society, and besides putting the society on a
firm financial and scientific footing, he also found the time to obscure his perceived enemies. He so effectively
obscured the genius of Robert Hooke, that few even knew his name from the middle of the 18th century until early
in the 20th century when a couple of scholars found his Micrographia, and realized his importance. Considering
Hookes’ role in the early Royal Society, and indeed to the rebuilding of London after the big fire, it is a ‘credit’ to
Newton’s ability to obscure. We are also just now beginning to grasp the importance of Flamsteed in the history
of astronomy.

Newton was not the only high functioning autistic genius. Alan Turing (1912-1954), who cracked the
enigma code and provided the theoretical basis for the modern computer, was also autistic. However, Turing’s
strangeness was of a gentler, though perhaps more extreme variety. Indeed, had not the war Prime Minister
intervened, Turing would surely have been sent to his local asylum.

It would have been better for all concerned if Newton had a semblance of people skills, but one can
never forget that he is often referred to as the most brilliant and accomplished philosopher of science who has
ever lived!
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Historical Articles on Famous Scientists, by Dr. Kip Anastasiou
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/

Newsletter 99
Michael Faraday: From Bookbinder’s Apprentice to the Greatest Experimental Scientist of His Time

Newsletter 100
Charles Babbage (1791 to 1871): A Very Difficult Mathematical and Mechanical Genius

Newsletter 101
Erasmus Darwin (1731 to 1802): Charles Darwin's Grand Daddy, Who Could Do Anything and Do It in Latin or
English!

Newsletter 102
Mary Somerville (1780 to 1872) The Beautiful Mathematician Who Kept Victorian Pedagogues and the Intellectual
Public Aware of the Latest Developments in Science.

Newsletter 103
Charles Darwin (1809 to 1882): Known as ‘Gas’ Darwin in School, Uninterested in the Classics, He Ended up in
Westminster Abbey.

Newsletter 104
Tycho Brahe (1546 to 1601): He Built the First Purpose-Built Research Institution: Uraniborg, on the Danish
Island Of Hven, and Mapped about 1,000 Stars without a Telescope.

Newsletter 105
Johannes Kepler (1571 to 1630): He Revealed the True Workings of the Eye and Founded the Field of Optics,
Along with Formulating the Three Laws of Planetary Motion.

Newsletter 106
Charles Wheatstone (1802 to 1875): A Shy Guy Who Dedicated His Life to the Transmission of Sound.

Newsletter 107
William Herschel, 1738-1822: A Talented Musician, Conductor, Composer and Builder of Telescopes, Who
Abandoned Music to Sweep the Heavens and Observe What No Man Before Had Seen.

Newsletter 108
Caroline Herschel, 1750 to 1848: The First Accomplished Woman Astronomer, She Started as a Household
Drudge, Metamorphosed into a Soloist Singer, Assistant Astronomer and Finally an Astute Astronomer in Her
Own Right and a Comet Specialist.

Newsletter 109
John Herschel (1871 to 1792): In Part with His Father, William Herschel, He Located 69,000 Stars and Made
Important Advances in the Design of Telescopes and the Field of Photography.

Newsletter 110
Rene Descartes, 1596 to 1650: A Restless, Reclusive, Cantankerous and Oversensitive Loner Who Developed the
Philosophical Basis for Modern Science and Mathematics, Becoming the Most Celebrated Philosopher of his Time.

Newsletter 111
Isaac Newton (1643 to 1727): He Tried to Explain the World and Its Mechanisms and Succeeded to a Degree
Undreamed of Before His Time.
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Ted Nodwell Photos

ASTTBC Grant Will Support Invitational Science Camps
As John Leech, AScT, Executive Director and Registrar looks on, Darrin Heisler, AScT, President of the
Applied Science Technologists and Technicians of British Columbia, presents BIG Little Science Centre
Executive Director Gord Stewart with a check for $2500. The donation was made during the Annual General
Meeting of the ASTTBC, which also celebrated its 50th Anniversary. The grant will provide funding for three
invitational science day camps during the 2008-2009 school year, as well as helping with other science centre
activities. The ASTTBC is a generous supporter of the BIG Little Science Centre, and we truly appreciate it.
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My Wish List for the BIG Little Science Centre
(A Personal Opinion)

Gordon R. Gore

1. We Need More Space! The BIG Little Science Centre could easily fill a space equivalent to 7 classrooms. We are
grateful to have 4 classrooms, but storage is a very real problem. If a new display is added, something else must be stored
somewhere. Our growing repertoire of hands-on laboratory and camp activities requires a lot of storage space.

2. Pre-School Children: There is a need for a special room with activities for very young children. For some reason, there
has been a huge increase in the number of pre-school children visiting this year. Our displays were not designed for
children this young, and frankly, I’m not sure why they keep coming. For most children age 5 or younger, our present
collection of displays are just ‘toys’, and these kids can treat their ‘toys’ very roughly, if they are not closely monitored. It
should be possible to create a hands-on room full of science-related toys made of unbreakable plastics or whatever it takes
(perhaps titanium alloys?).

3. More High School Students Should Visit the Science Centre: We rarely have visits from high school students. When
they do visit, especially during Open Houses, they have a great time. Our displays are especially relevant to older
children. The problem is not our displays, but the logistics of getting the students from their school to the centre and back.
One solution might be to encourage secondary school science teachers to use visits to the centre as reward for outstanding
effort or achievement. I wonder if we might find sponsors for such visits. The main cost would be for busing the students
to and from the centre.

4. Science Day Camps for Junior Secondary Students: Perhaps we might try aiming one of our science day camps
specifically at junior secondary students. Perhaps someone has an honours science class (or any well-deserving science
class) who would enjoy a visit for a morning or an afternoon (or all day). Bright young teenagers would thoroughly enjoy
our shows (which we would enrich for their visits): light and colour, magnetism, chemical reactions, air pressure, ways to
make electricity, etc.

5. We Need a Second Operator, preferably full time. Most of the demonstrations and displays are physics or chemistry
related. If we are to continue offering the demonstrations and develop fresh new shows, we need a second staff member
who is qualified to do this, such as a recently retired general science, physics or chemistry teacher with experience
working with young people. Our executive director has many responsibilities and cannot be at the centre all the time.
There should always be a paid staff member at the Centre during its operating hours. There is lots to do even when there
are no visits scheduled: maintaining equipment, improving displays, replacing displays with better ones, designing new
hands-on labs for visiting students, etc. Our new project, developing videos showing how to do curriculum-based hands-
on activities in K-7, will require input from a qualified general science teacher.

6. We need more input and financial support from science and technology based people in Kamloops. When I resigned
as president last November, my hope was that the directors would seek out a successful businessperson with appropriate
contacts with other business people interested in fostering interest in science and technology through the BIG Little
Science Centre. My hope was that such a businessperson would serve as President of the BIG Little Science Centre
Society.

7. We must continue to convince our school board that the science centre is well worth supporting financially. The
Bert Edwards Science and Technology School is the only science school of choice in the province. Our science centre is
an integral part of the school and, in my opinion, should be staffed accordingly. We cannot rely on the generosity of
volunteers forever. Many of our most qualified volunteers have difficulty being available as much as they once were.
Perhaps a qualified science teacher could be hired to help run the centre as well as teach science at the school.

Well, that’s my personal wish list. I also wish I could keep on volunteering at the Centre, but it is increasingly
difficult to do so, due to health problems. In future, I shall limit my contribution to doing the Newsletter and perhaps
taking some photographs of activities at the Centre.

Good luck to you all, and thank you for your dedication to the BIG Little Science Centre.
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Don’t Blame Me!

Three different readers forwarded this collection of ‘plays-on-words’, entitled “For Lexophiles” (Lovers

of Words). The original author is unknown to me. If you know who first wrote these, please let us know.

Submitted independently by Eric Wiebe, Dennis Jewell and Terry Dale.

� I wondered why the baseball was getting
bigger. Then it hit me.

� Police were called to a day care where a
3-yr-old was resisting a rest.

� Did you hear about the guy whose entire left
side was cut off? He's all right now.

� The roundest knight at King Arthur's round
table was Sir Cumference.��

� The butcher backed up into the meat grinder
and got a little behind in his work.

� To write with a broken pencil is pointless.��
� When fish are in schools, they sometimes

take debate.
� The short fortuneteller who escaped from

prison was a small medium at large.
� A thief who stole a calendar got 12 months.
� A thief fell and broke his leg in wet cement.

He became a hardened criminal.
� When the smog lifts in Los Angeles,

U.C.L.A.
� ��The dead batteries were given out free of

charge. ��
� A dentist and a manicurist fought tooth and

nail. ��
� A bicycle can't stand alone; it is two-tired.��
� A will is a dead giveaway.
� Time flies like an arrow; fruit flies like a

banana.
� A backward poet writes inverse.
� In a democracy, it's your vote that counts; in

feudalism, it's your Count that votes.
� A chicken crossing the road: poultry in

motion.
� ��If you don't pay your exorcist you can get

repossessed.

� Show me a piano falling down a mineshaft
and I'll show you� A-flat miner.

� The guy who fell onto an upholstery
machine was fully recovered.

� A grenade fell onto a kitchen floor in
France, resulted in Linoleum Blownapart.

� You are stuck with your debt if you can't
budge it.

� A calendar's days are numbered.
� A lot of money is tainted: 'taint yours, and

'taint mine.
� A boiled egg is hard to beat.
� He had a photographic memory, which was

never developed.
� Those who get too big for their britches will

be exposed in the end.
� When you've seen one shopping center,

you've seen a mall.
� When she saw her first strands of gray hair,

she thought she'd dye.
� Bakers trade bread recipes on a knead to

know basis.
� Santa's helpers are subordinate clauses.
� Acupuncture: A jab well done.
� The math professor went crazy with the

blackboard. He did a number on it.
� The professor discovered that her theory of

earthquakes was on shaky ground.
� With her marriage, she got a new name and

a dress.
� If you jump off a Paris bridge, you are in

Seine.
� He broke into song because he couldn't find

the key.

Original Gorisms…
� When I first saw my image in a mirror, I was

beside myself!
� I was asked to deliver some sheet music to my

music teacher but I refused, because I knew I
couldn’t carry a tune.
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SSummer at the BIG Little Science Centre
Summer Camp

Everyone becomes a scientist!
Become a ‘CSI’ and solve a case! Launch a soda and Mentos�� fountain! Build a hovercraft! Dissect a
salmon! Make your own ice cream!

Come and explore the worlds of matter, fluids, electricity, chemistry, biology, and the physics of motion.
Camps run from July 7 to 11 and July 21 to 25 from 8:30 AM to 2:30 PM. Cost is $140 per camp. For
more information visit our website at www.blscs.org or call (250) 554-2572.

SSummer Drop-iin Times

Summer ‘Drop-in’ Times 11 AM to 3 PM on these dates (2008):
July 2 to July 4
July 14 to July 18
July 28 to August 1
August 5 to August 8
August 11 to August 15

(Other dates are being used for Summer Camps.)
Admission: Family $10.00 Adult: $5.00 Children under 16: $2.00 Children under 5: Free

BIG Little Science Centre members: Free
Children younger than 15 years old must be accompanied by an adult.

For information about membership or about the BLSC, our web site is www.blscs.org.


